
Soundscape Solution



BARIX SOUNDSCAPE

Brands 
View, add, and edit Brand items 

Schedules 
View, add, and edit schedules items 

Locations 
View, add, and edit Brand Location items 

Devices 
View, add, and edit Device items

The SoundScape Advantage
Easily manage, distribute, schedule and play-out music to multiple customers and 
sites. Full featured solution for all needs. Minimize maintenance cost thanks to integ-
rated monitoring and remote maintenance. Reduce risk thanks to no HW-SW intero-
perability issues. 

Reliable and future proof: Firmware updates to players via network, firewall resilient, 
content encrypted, highly scalable.

 Cost effective: Pay as you go
 Easy to set up: just connect the player to the internet

 Encrypted delivery of songs  
 to devices

 Exhaustive device monitoring  
 and reporting 

 Logging of actual songs  
 and adverts played



CLOUD-BASED TURN-KEY SOLUTION FOR  
DELIVERING BUSINESS MUSIC AND ADVERTS

 Make location groups (size, geography, type, language ...)
 Define users and what they can do
 Make and schedule playlists and streams
 Schedule advertisements/announcements/jingles
 Schedule firmware updates, Receive alarms: logs,  

 sms, email; Drill down logs and alerts
 Define fail-over playlist
 Deploy different schedules to different locations at a click
 Track and report what has been played
 Configure setting (volume, fade….)

Scheduling 
of Playlists, 
Streams 
and 
Adverts

User & Role
Manage users, passwords and functionality.

Map 
supported 
monitoring
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BARIX SOUNDSCAPE
Turn-key solution for delivering business music and adverts

Central management 
Use the Sound Scape Web Portal to manage  
your Music and Ads. 

Mix any type of content 
Seamlessly switch between live streams and  
stored content. 

Scheduling 
Assign content and schedules to device groups  
or locations. 

Monitoring 
And reporting features for easy administration of  
recurring revenue business models. 

Offline? No Problem! 
Continuos playback with automatic failover playlist in 
case the stream fails. 

TCO 
Cloud-based systems - lower cost for safety, availability 
and maintenance results in lower total cost of ownership. 

PC-free 
Industrial grade player for more rellability and  
performance. 

Swiss Quality 
Low maintenance, easy Installation and no  
moving parts. 

Content Save 
Encrypted song distribution and storage. 


